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Abstract. As the power source of locomotive, railway fuel is the main power of railway 
transportation. The real-time inventory data collection of railway fuel is of great significance for the 
main body of the railway fuel supply chain to control the inventory dynamics and manage the fuel 
stock. On the basis of inventory management process of railway, the paper analyzes the function of 
the real-time inventory data acquisition management system, designs the data acquisition process and 
data exchange process and the intelligentized acquisition method of railway fuel inventory data. 

1. Introduction 

With the rapid development of railway passenger and freight, railway fuel inventory management 
becomes more and more important. The real-time acquisition of railway fuel inventory data is useful 
to master the dynamic inventory, reduce operating costs and ensure the railway transportation. Deng 
Zaixiong et al. study on the hardware direct access, double buffer drawing display, direct access to the 
database and other solutions to obtain real-time data [1]. The data acquisition and monitoring system 
of temperature and inventory of oil tank in gas station is established by using the special data 
acquisition module, which can realize the real-time monitoring of oil products in all aspects [2]. 
Based on ARM10 embedded motherboard, Wang Xiancheng applies sensors, signal conditioning 
modules and PC104 acquisition board to design data acquisition system for diesel engine technical 
state, which can meet the requirements of real-time acquisition with low precision [3]. LI Dong et al. 
study EasiDEF: A Horizontal Lightweight Data Exchange Protocol for Internet of Things [4]. 
Supported by the national support program, China Railway Materials Commercial Corp and Beijing 
Jiaotong University study on the real time data acquisition and management system of railway fuel 
inventory data. This paper introduces the data acquisition process, data exchange process and 
intelligentized acquisition method of railway fuel inventory data.  

2. Process Analysis of Railway Fuel Inventory Management  

Railway fuel inventory management is not only an important daily work for the locomotive depot, 
but also one of the important basis for the financial settlement. Besides, it is a source to master basic 
inventory data for different subjects in the supply chain. Inventory management mainly includes daily 
check, density statistics, statistical analysis of profit and loss, safety management and so on. Fig.1 
shows the inventory management process of railway fuel.     
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Fig. 1 The process of inventory management 

3. Function Analysis of the Real-time Inventory Data Acquisition Management System 

The real-time data acquisition and exchange system consists of level gauge, industrial equipment, 
application software and power, signal routing and other auxiliary equipments, which can be used in 
daily oil tank monitoring. The features of the system are as follows. 
(1) automation and  intelligentization of the measurement testing. 
(2)  high-precision and high-reliability testing.work. 
(3)  easy to operate and low-intensity. 

The functions of real-time data acquisition and exchange system are as follows:  
(1) real-time acquisition of storage state of tank and reservoir; 
(2) automatic calculation of the fuel amount of tank and reservoir; 
(3) real-time detection and grading alarm for index like fluid levels, water, temperature, inventory 

etc.    
(4) save historical monitoring data, upload the monitoring data to the central application and receive 

instructions issued by the central application;  
(5) the system status alarm, fault tolerance and fault oriented security mechanisms. 

The functions are shown in Table 1 below. 

Table 1 The functions of the real-time inventory data acquisition management system 
Function Subfunction 

Data acquisition 

Inventory data acquisition 
Parameter setting 

Parameteracquisition and implementation 
Data acquisition of fuel gun  
Parameter setting of fuel gun 
Data acquisition of IC card 

Parameter setting of  IC card 

Data exchange 

Information producer management 
Information producer allocation 

Information operator  management 
Information operator   allocation 

Information transfer management 
Information transfer  allocation 

System 
management 

Transfer service management 
Exchange service  management 
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4. Design of the Data Acquisition Process and Data Exchange Process  

4.1 Design of the Data Acquisition Process.  
The data acquisition process is designed as follows: 

(1) The server in locomotive depot runs program of inventory acquisition; 
(2) The acquisition program reads data including temperature and fluid levels from COM 

regularly ( such as 1 minute ); 
(3) Based on the data collected, compare the data change. If the change exceeds threshold level, 

the data should be sent to the acquisition server; 
(4) If the change doesn’t exceed the threshold, the current data should be sent to the acquisition 

serve periodically ( such as 30 minutes); 
(5) The acquisition server receives the data and saves it into the database; 
(6) If the data needs to be switched into the other end, then calls the data exchange process. 

4.2 Design of the Data Exchange Process.  
The data exchange process is designed as follows: 

(1) Set up the Information Producer A, and turn the data into Information Package; 
(2) Set up Information Transfer Service C; 
(3) Set up Information Operator D; 
(4) Set up the relation between Information Transfer Service C and Information Operator D; 
(5) Set up Information Transfer Service B, and set C as receiver; 
(6) A send the Information Package to B, B send it to C, and C send it to D; 
(7) After receiving the Information Package, D unblocks the data. 

The data should be transferred and shared in a way of pipeline between system and database[5], 
which can be seen in Fig.2. 

 
Fig. 2 The pipelines for data exchange 

5. The Intelligentized Acquisition Method of Railway Fuel Inventory Data 

The real-time intelligentized acquisition of storage tank temperature, liquid level, water level and 
other related inventory information includes the content of two following respects concretely [6]: 

(1) data acquisition for reservoir-level equipment  
Fig.3 shows the data acquisition for reservoir-level equipment during the interval period. 
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Fig. 3 Data acquisition for reservoir-level equipment 

The structure in Fig.3 is the parameter interface of reservoir-level equipment, which provides the 
kernel layer with staScan method to call parameters. Besides, based on the information of each device 
in this structure, the equipment layer will undertake communications and process the signals 
correspondingly. 

(2) data acquisition for storage tank level equipment 
Fig.4 shows the data acquisition like temperature, liquid level and water level for storage tank level 

equipment during the interval period. 

 
Fig. 4 Data acquisition for storage tank level equipment 

The structure in Fig.4 is the feedback interface of checking data, where defines the signals needed 
to be collected and the arrays exceptions in the course of the interaction. Besides, the feedback data 
should be in accord with the equipment list, for example, if the liquid level equipment hasn’t been 
defined, the liquid level can be null. 

6. Conclusion 

The paper analyzes the management process of railway fuel inventory and determines the functions 
of the real-time inventory data acquisition management system, then further designs the data 
acquisition process and data exchange process. In addition, the real-time intelligent acquisition has 
been refined into reservoir-level equipment and storage tank level equipment, which provides support 
for railway fuel inventory management. 
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